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Abstract

Melting points of binary and ternary eutectic chloride
salts

Andre Larsson Sihm

This thesis investigates how well the Alexandria (WBK) force-field can predict the
melting point for multi-cation chloride salts with molecular dynamic (MD) simulations
in Gromacs 4.6.7. Researched is the eutectic ternary salt LiCl-NaCl-KCl
(53.5-8.6-37.9 mol%) and its binary eutectic constituents
(NaCl-LiCl: 22.5-77.5, KCl-NaCl: 50-50, LiCl-KCl: 58.5-41.5 mol%).

The choosen salt mixtures are all promising candidates for use as electrolyte in liquid
metal batteries, a potential future power grid storage system.

Simulation of the ternary salt's bulk at 298 K over 100 simulations with its ions
differently arranged within the crystal lattice for each simulation all resulted in stable
crystalline structures. This indicates that the WBK force-field properly and
consistently can produce stable crystalline structures not just for pure salts, but also
within multi-component ones.

The melting point for the ternary and first binary combination was determined to
550 K (12.9 % lower than experimental) and 950 K (12.6 % higher than experimental).

No melting point could be determined for the last two binary combinations, as they
melted in their entire simulated temperature intervals. The ternary salt showcased a
crystalline/amorphous mixture at solid phase temperatures when simulating with the
solid/liquid coexistence method. These simulation anomalies show that modeling of
multi-cation chloride salts may not be as straight forward as it is with pure salts,
despite using a force-field parameterized specifically for alkali halides.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Det här är en rapport om saltsmältor som elektrolyt för saltsmältebatterier (Liquid
Metal Batteries). Saltsmältebatterier är en batteriteknik fr̊an mitten av 1900-talet som
återigen har blivit intressant. Tekniken involverar flytande elektroder, separerade av en
saltsmälta som elektrolyt och drabbas inte av den celldegradering som är vanligt i m̊anga
andra batteritekniker med fasta elektroder. Eftersom battericellen best̊ar av flytande
metaller av olika slag, vilka alla måste vara i flytande form för att kunna vara i drift,
krävs relativt höga temperaturer. Samtidigt bör temperaturen inte bli för hög, d̊a det
dels inte är energieffektivt, dels ställer högre krav p̊a battericellens inneslutning. Därför
är kännedom av smältpunkten hos b̊ade elektroderna och elektrolyten ytterst viktig.
Eftersom salter smälter vid höga temperaturer och är i flesta fall kraftigt korrosiva, s̊a
efterfr̊agas möjligheten att ersätta experiment med simuleringar i s̊a stor utsträckning
som möjligt.

Den här rapporten undersöker huruvida smältpunkten hos det ternära saltet LiCl-NaCl-
KCl och dess binära kombinationer (NaCl-LiCl, KCl-NaCl, LiCl-KCl), g̊ar att simulera
p̊a ett godtagbart sätt med b̊ade ett polariserbart och ett icke-polariserbart kraftfält i
Gromacs, ett simuleringspaket för molekyl-dynamik. Simulerade resultat jämförs med
experimentelt fastställda smältpunkter.

Smältpunktsberäkningarna görs med den s̊a kallade fast/flytande sammexistens-metoden
där ett saltsystem initialt simuleras i tv̊a olika temperaturer med hälften av systemet i
fast form och hälften i flytande. Hela systemet utsätts därefter för en och samma tem-
peratur inom ett temperaturinterval och kommer d̊a överg̊a helt och h̊allet till antingen
fast form eller flytande form. P̊a detta vis kan smältpunken identifieras som genomsnit-
tet av den lägsta temperatur där hela systemet smälter och den högsta temperatur d̊a
hela systemet fryser.

Resultaten kan sammanfattas enligt följande:

� Det ternära saltets smältpunkt beräknades ligga i intervallet 540–560 K (267–287
°C), nästan 13% lägre än dess experimentella smältpunkt vid 621 K (348 °C). För
samtliga temperaturer i fast fas var dock systemen b̊ade kristallint och amorft.

� Hos de binära kombinationerna kunde endast NaCl-LiCl systemets smältpunkt
bestämmas (950 K (677 °C), ca 13% högre än experimentelt fastställda). Övriga
tv̊a salter övergick till flytande fas vid samtliga simulerade temperaturer.

Slutsatsen som kan dras fr̊an resultaten är att sv̊arigheter och utmaningar i simuleringar
av kloridsaltsmältor med flera katjoner kvarst̊ar.



Executive Summary

This report investigates how well the Alexandria (WBK) force-field in GROMACS 4.6.7
describes salt melts compared to experimental data. Two aspects of multi-component
eutectic molten salts for use as electrolyte in liquid metal batteries (LMBs) are looked
into:

� Firstly, the crystal lattice stability of the eutectic ternary chloride salt LiCl-NaCl-
KCl was simulated with a 100 different ionic arrangements in WBK. The results
show that the ternary salt’s crystal structure is stable;

� Secondly, the melting point of the ternary eutectic salt and its binary constituents
(NaCl-LiCl, KCl-NaCl, LiCl-KCl) was estimated with WBK. The melting point
for the ternary salt was estimated to 550 K, 13 % lower than the experimental
melting point. The melting point for the NaCl-LiCl salt was estimated to 950 K,
13 % higher than the experimental melting point. For the remaining two binary
salts no melting points were determined, but they are expected to melt far below
their respective simulated temperature intervals. In other words, the simulated
melting points deviate to a large extent from experimental data.

The conclusion is that simulation of multi-component eutectic alkali halide salts is chal-
lenging, despite using a force-field specifically parameterized for alkali halides. Further
research is therefore needed into why this is the case and how a future model can be
improved.
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1 Introduction

With rising sea levels, an increasing global average temperature and more unpredictable
weather and climate it has become evident that a climate crisis is on its way. Many agree
that the major culprit seems to be the excessive emission of green house gases, mainly
from our fossil fuel dominated global energy system. In order to mitigate our impact
on the environment and climate we therefore need to replace fossil fuel energy sources
with renewable ones. Popular and efficient systems for this is solar and wind power. A
major drawback to these types of energy sources is their intermittency; they are weather
dependent and unpredictable power production systems compared to fossil fuels. A
cloudy sky or lulled wind inhibits the power production leading to a disturbance in the
frequency of the power grid. These, sometimes sudden, drops in production capacity can
result in major power blackouts with electrical devices malfunctioning or even loss of
life as a result. One solution to mitigate this shortcoming in renewable energy systems
is by complementing them with some type of storage system — batteries are one such
system [1].

A multitude of battery technologies exist today, each with their advantages and dis-
advantages. One technology that recently has received increased attention, being a
promising candidate for grid storage and large scale applications, is the Liquid Metal
Battery (LMB). LMBs are similar to many other battery types and chemistries regard-
ing their working principle. The cells consists of two electrodes; an anode and a cathode,
separated by an electrolyte. One key difference to other battery types are the electrodes’
molten phase under operational conditions. This results in a battery cell where the en-
tire cell structure regenerates during a charge cycle. In comparison, the solid electrodes
of Li-ion batteries slowly degenerate over time as dendrites form, reducing the battery’s
capacity and performance. LMBs have the potential of being a battery technology with
an unprecedented life time, with some systems being operational for more than 20 years
[2].

For LMBs to be a viable future energy storage solution they need to be researched
more thoroughly. One key aspect is the choice of electrolyte where several options exist.
Electrolytes of interest in particular are so called eutectic salt mixtures. An eutectic
mixture is a compound with a composition such that its melting point is lower than
any of its constituents’ melting points. Additionally, its melting point is the same as its
freezing point. In other words, no intermediate phases should exist between the solid
and liquid phase which makes for predicable behavior and operation.

From an energy and efficiency perspective it is crucial to know the melting point of the
electrolyte. LMBs require a source of thermal energy for them to operate properly, since
a too low cell temperature results in the electrolyte solidifying. On the other hand, by
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supplying an excessive amount of energy the operational temperature may actually be
too high, not only from an energy efficiency perspective. The seals certifying a hermetic
battery cell have an upper temperature limit that they can withstand and if exceeded,
will result in a compromised cell [2].

1.1 Project Scope

Salts in general melt at relatively high temperatures and most are highly corrosive [2].
This makes experimental research on them complicated, and work with them, unpleas-
ant. Therefore the possibility to replace experiments with computer simulations as
extensively as possible is sought after.

This report investigates how well the polarizable force-field Alexandria (WBK) in the
molecular dynamic (MD) simulations software GROMACS 4.6.7 (Gromacs) can be used
to approximate melting points of electrolytes used in LMBs. The report’s problem
statement is as follows:

At which temperature does the binary and ternary eutectic chloride salts
composed of Li+, Na+ and K+, melt?

This report focuses mainly on simulating the basic thermodynamics of molten salts and
not so much about the LMB technology. However, since the LMB is an underlying
cause to investigating these particular electrolytes, a brief explanation of the battery
technology is provided.

On a side note: Several newer and better optimized versions of Gromacs are avail-
able. These, however, do not allow for parallelized simulations in combination with
energy-tables and shell-particles — options required for the WBK force-field. Without
parallelism the simulation time is drastically slowed down which is unfavorable.

1.2 Disposition

This paper follows a traditional IMRaD structure with references according to the Ref-
erencing system. The Introduction briefly covers how and why the subject of matter is of
interest. A more precise problem statement is also presented. Background touches upon
previous work and covers existing knowledge about the subject. Here are experimental
and simulated data presented. The Method describes how the simulations have been
conducted in the simulation software as well as how the analysis of the results has been
done. Results of the simulations are presented in the Results and Discussion chapter.
Each section within the results are followed by an appropriate discussion, analyzing and
reviewing the results. Lastly Conclusions are stated.
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1.3 Alkali Halides in Computational Chemistry

Molten salts play a critical role in many applications and systems. Some salts are used
in the making process of steel and alloys, another compound can be used as cooling fluid
in nuclear reactors [3] and yet others are used in thermal energy storage systems [4–6].
The physical properties of molten salts have been studied for decades, mainly through
experiments. Janz et al. [7][8] researched a wide range of properties for 49 unary (pure),
binary and ternary salt systems. Relevant for this work are their data on melting points,
density, phase diagrams and eutectic compositions.

Recently, as computational power has improved, many have sought to reproduce exper-
imental data with computer simulations. Vega et al. [9] aimed at determining phase
diagrams of water, electrolytes and proteins. A step in the process of determining phase
diagrams is to determine the melting point of the system in question. This is obtained
with the solid-liquid coexistence method in an NpT ensemble (described more thor-
oughly in 3.3). Of particular interest is their discussion of why the simulated melting
point oftentimes deviates from experimental data. A simulated solid system with three-
dimensional boundary conditions, where the solid is intended to melt instead tends to
become super heated. I.e. the simulated melting point is significantly higher than the
experimental value. Similarly, a salt melt can be super cooled, remaining in a liquid
state below its melting point. This, they state, is a well known simulation anomaly for
many compounds, but can also be observed in experimental setups, albeit not as fre-
quently. According to previous research a possible explanation to this discrepancy is the
lack of an interface in the simulated systems. Crystallization and melting in simulated
systems is oftentimes not as straight forward or easy to achieve, as it can be in experi-
mental setups. For a crystalline structure to form, when freezing a liquid, a preexisting
structure must be present within the system for the ions to latch on to. This could be
some sort of interface, e.g. the containment vessel in which the liquid is kept, or some
nucleation point of aggregated ions forming micro-crystallites. Because of this, phase
change simulations of a bulk take very long time to finish (if they ever do!). Therefore,
the simulated melting point can be seen as an upper limit to the actual experimental
melting point [9]; i.e. the physical breakdown temperature of the crystal.

Aragones et al. [10] looked into how well melting point simulations of alkali halides
conform with experimental results using three different force-fields and three separate
calculation methods; liquid/solid coexistence [11–13], free energy calculations and Hamil-
tonian Gibbs-Duhem integration [9]. The methods conform well with each other at de-
termining the melting point. Varying the force-field, however, resulted in over-estimated
melting points for NaCl with two out of the three force-fields. The Tosi-Fumi (TF) force-
field best predicts the melting point compared to experimental data. Furthermore, the
deviation percentage of simulated melting points to experimental data for different alkali
halides are inconsistent, within the same force-field (TF). The TF force-field is empir-
ically parameterized for NaCl structured alkali halides with salt-specific, as opposed
ion-specific, parameters. This might be contributing to the observed results [14]. Also,
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this makes the parameters non-transferable to other models. Finally, they conclude,
that since the force-fields investigated result in poor predictions of melting points for
alkali halides, there is room for model improvements specifically targeting these type of
compounds [10].

According to Aragones et al. [10], one of the major problems with the force-fields used
in the paper was their non-polarizable nature and salt-specific properties. They reason
that by using a non-polarizable force-field the models are not able to correctly describe
how the individual ions within the salts behave. In reality however, since certain ions
are polarizable, neglecting this results in a poor model. To address this issue Walz et al.
[15] have developed a Phase-Transferable Force-Field for Alkali Halides. I.e. a polarized
force-field specifically describing salts and their behavior as they undergo phase-changes
between solid, liquid and gaseous phase, including the properties of molten salts. The
polarizability is achieved by implementing a core-shell model where all particles contain
a core and a shell particle. These are coupled by a harmonic spring, with a force constant
inversely proportional to the polarizability. Instead of representing ions as point charges
they are assigned a Gaussian charge distribution to better resemble real ones.

Recently, comparative research on how well the WBK model fairs against other popular
force-fields in the field was published as part of the Alexandria project. In Walz and
Spoel [16] WBK’s ability to describe structure, dynamics and thermodynamic proper-
ties of pure alkali halide melts is investigated and compared to experimental data as
well as simulations with the Joung-Chetham (JC) force-field [17]. Following this, Walz
and Spoel [18] calculated the melting points of the 18 pure alkali halides through the
solid/liquid coexistence method with the WBK force-field. For comparison they simu-
lated the same salts with the JC model and also included melting points for the 11 pure
alkali halide salts calculated with the JC and TF force-field published in Aragones et al.
[10] as well as experimental data. The melting points calculated with the JC model
has a root mean square deviation (RMSD) of 250 K from experimental data. With the
TF model for 11 of the salts published in Aragones et al. [10] the RMSD is 223 K. In
comparison, calculations with the WBK shows superior results with a RMSD of 79 K.
Summarized: the WBK force field performs significantly better than the JC and TF
model at predicting melting points relative to experimental data for pure alkali halides.

1.4 Liquid Metal Batteries

Liquid Metal Batteries consist of an enclosure sealed off from the outside environment
by a high temperature resistant seal. Within this enclosure a three layer structure is
housed; an anode and a cathode, separated by an electrolyte, see Figure 1.1. At operating
temperatures these should all be molten and will remain separated due to their difference
in density. Electrodes of choice are either pure elements or alloys, depending on what
properties are sought after. As electrolyte unary, binary, ternary or quaternary molten
salt combinations are of interest. As example, NaCl is a pure salt, while NaCl-KCl is
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a binary combination of the two pure salts NaCl and KCl. To ensure minimal self-
discharge, the solubility of the liquid metal (electrode) in the molten salt (electrolyte)
must be kept at a minimum. Different combinations of metals and salts have their
unique advantages and disadvantages that must be taken into consideration [2].

+

- e
-

e
-

Figure 1.1: Schematic of a liquid metal battery.
Connection to energy source omitted

When in use, the LMB’s operational tem-
perature is relatively high, usually above
200 °C, to ensure that the three layers re-
main molten. This puts requirements on
the enclosure and its insulating properties
in order to maintain operational temper-
ature over time. I.e. the heat genera-
tion due to charge and discharge needs to
be matched with the heat loss to its sur-
roundings. Letting the cell freeze allows
for (very) long storage times with mini-
mal self-discharge. When the electrolyte
crystallizes as it cools down, the ions are locked in place in the crystal lattice, effec-
tively acting as a an insulator [2]. An alternative could be to have some external heat
source keeping the electrolyte and electrodes liquid. Possibly in combination with some
nearby high-temperature process plant supplying their excess of waste heat to maintain
operational temperatures.

As stated in the introduction, LMBs show very promising performance when it comes
to cell life time and power output. Because of this they are considered promising candi-
dates for especially grid storage in proximity to solar or wind power plants. In such an
application, the LMBs lower energy density and specific energy relative to e.g. Li-ion
batteries, is negligible. On the LMBs downside the high operation temperature is quite
obviously limiting its applicability. Additionally, because of the molten state of the bat-
tery cell during operation, it is limited to less mobile applications where vibrations and
disturbances are mitigated; if the cell is perturbed to the point where the two electrodes
come in contact with each, effectively short-circuiting the cell, the battery is quickly
compromised.
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2 Background

2.1 Electrolytes

As stated in the introduction, eutectic salts are of particular interest for LMBs. An
eutectic composition is obtained by combining different compounds in a way that the
solution or melt has a lower melting point than that of the individual components by
themselves. The eutectic point is where a solid undergoes a phase change from solid to
liquid phase, with no intermediate phases containing any solid/liquid mixtures. Sim-
ilarly the eutectic freezing point should be the same as that of the melting point. In
other words, there is no temperature interval in which a phase change can occur. As
example, LiCl has a melting point of 883 K and KCl melts at 1043 K. However, in
an eutectic mixture of LiCl-KCl (58.8–41.2 mol%), the melting point of this particular
binary combination is at a significantly lower 628 K [7].

According to Kim et al. [2] there are five requirements that need to be met for any
candidate electrolyte: low melting point; high ionic conductivity; appropriate density;
no spontaneous and irreversible reactions between the electrodes and electrolyte; min-
imal metal solubility. Furthermore they state that the final criteria is essential for a
high-performance battery since high metal solubility results in a poor battery cell with
high self-discharge current and low Coulombic efficiency. They observe that the metal
solubility is reduced when introducing additional cations into the electrolyte and con-
clude that this also has the advantage of allowing for a lower melting point, assuming
an eutectic composition is used.

For LMBs to be a viable future energy storage solution they need to be economically
feasible. Its casing, electrodes and electrolytes need to be reasonably cheap, i.e. cheaper
than existing battery technologies used as grid storage. According to Masset [19],
chloride-based salts are easier to handle on an industrial scale and cheaper to mass
produce than iodide-based salts.

The ternary salt LiCl-NaCl-KCl (henceforth the ternary salt or KNaLi-Cl) is a salt
on which limited experimental research has been conducted on. Its binary eutectic
constituents, however, have been looked into to varying degrees. As early as 1955 Van
Artsdalen and Yaffe [20] experimentally determined density and electrical conductance
of the binary salts, KCl-NaCl and LiCl-KCl. These two binary salts have since been
implemented and evaluated in applications such as nuclear power waste management
[3] and as thermal heat storage for solar power plants [4–6]. NaCl-LiCl seems to be
less researched. Gomez-Vidal and Tirawat [21] looked at corrosion of alloys in a molten
eutectic NaCl-LiCl salt.
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Ding et al. [5] looked into how well structures and properties of binary alkali chloride
salts for heat storage could be predicted with the Tosi-Fumi (TF) force-field in the sim-
ulation package LAMMPS. They present a range of RDFs and cumulative coordination
curves with three different molar compositions (NaCl: 25/50/75 mol%) and at different
temperatures, both above the melting point(liquidus) and below it (solidus), for the
binary system NaCl-KCl. At all compositions and at temperatures below liquidus all
ion-interaction RDFs show recurring peaks at increasing distances. At temperatures
above liquidus the curves average out to one relatively quickly, at larger distances. The
respective cumulative coordination curves show a distinct plateau at solid temperatures
and much smoother curves at temperatures above liquidus. They explain that with in-
creasing temperature the coordination structure becomes much looser, with long-range
disorder of the ion-pairs. Increasing temperature also leads to decreasing coordination
numbers.

The crystalline structure of the ternary salt is far from well researched and experimental
data on its crystal lattice does not seem to exist. Its binary constituents showcase micro-
crystallites in their solid states according to phase-diagrams generated by FactSAGE [22],
see Figure 2.1. This could be an indication of micro-crystallites possibly also forming
within the ternary salt.

Galwey [23] looked into how the difference and ratio of lattice potential energy in binary
alkali-halide systems could be used to determine their solid state structure. A eutec-
tic solid, with micro-crystallites of its constituents, form when the difference in lattice
potential energy of the binary’s constituents is in excess of 65 kJ mol−1 and the ratio
between them greater than 1.086. Solid solutions form when the difference is less than 63
kJ mol−1 with a ratio below 1.084. Data on the binary systems are shown in Table 2.1.
Binary 1 forms a homogeneous solid solution when solidifying, but is just on the limit
to forming a eutectic solid. The other two systems both have lattice potential energy
differences and ratios greater than the eutectic solid minimum, an indication of eutectic
solids forming when solidifying. Binary 2 with a difference (68 kJ mol−1) just above the
minimum (65 kJ mol−1), showcase low temperature separation of its constituents from
the eutectic, at temperatures much lower than its eutectic point. These findings agree
well with the phase diagrams in Figure 2.1, obtained from FactSAGE [22]. The solid
solution in Binary 1 is seen as Rocksalt phase in Figure 2.1a. The eutectic solids found
in Binary 2 and 3 are represented by the Rocksalt+Rocksalt#2 phase in Figure 2.1b and
2.1c. Interestingly, at lower temperatures (approx. below 250 °C), Binary 1 is predicted
to also separate into an eutectic solid, with two different phases (Rocksalt+Rocksalt#2 ).
The appearance and phases of the FactSAGE generated phase diagram for Binary 2
(Figure 2.1b) is supported by Oonk [24], where the same system is researched.

Which eutectic structure the binaries may take on is also not known. However, experi-
mental research by Kerridge et al. [25] on the structure of solid salt eutectics suggest that
it depends on temperature and cooling rate. Eutectic salts with higher melting points
form lamellar solids, whilst those with lower melting points form roughly spherical, ran-
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(a) Binary 1 (b) Binary 2

(c) Binary 3

Figure 2.1: Phase diagrams generated by FactSAGE [22] for the three binary salt systems. The
Rocksalt phase represents a solid solution where the (cat-) ions in the lattice are randomly arranged
through substitution and/or as interstitials in a NaCl crystal structure. The Rocksalt+Rocksalt#2
indicates an eutectic solid where the constituents separate into their individual salts during so-
lidification, i.e. micro-crystallites form. The eutectic point is the molar composition at which
the system immediately phase changes from Salt-liquid to a Rocksalt phase without any liquid
component present
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Table 2.1: Difference (Upot) and ratio of lattice potential energy for the three binary systems.
Binary 1 forms a solid (homogeneous) solution below its eutectic point. *Binary 2 forms a solid
solution at the eutectic point and a eutectic solid (with constituent salts separated into micro-
crystallites) at some temperature below its eutectic point. Binary 3 forms eutectic solids at all
temperatures below its eutectic point

Salt Upot (kJ mol−1) Ratios Structure

Binary 1 (NaCl-LiCl) 65 1.084 Solid solution

Binary 2 (KCl-NaCl) 68 1.097 Solid solution*

Binary 3 (LiCl-KCl) 133 1.190 Eutectic

domly arranged, crystalline regions of the eutectic salt’s constituents (conglomerates).
The temperature gradient is determined by the temperature difference between the salt’s
melting point and the ambient air. They reason that the structural difference depends on
the temperature gradient imposed on the salt system, as it solidifies, and therefore indi-
rectly the relative time available for the ions to rearrange themselves into their respective
crystallites. Furthermore they state that the switch from lamellar to conglomerate form,
happens somewhere in the melting point interval 793–641 K (520–368 °C), judging by
their results, or more generally when the temperature difference between melting point
and ambient temperature is 300 K or greater. They note however, that this may be
dependent on many variables such as salt type and crystal structure. Since none of the
binary nor the ternary system was in their salt samples, its not clear whether this is
applicable to these systems or not.

A downside of introducing many different (cat-) ions into a salt is its increased complexity
and inevitably more unpredictable structural behavior. Solely looking at the melting
point, the difference between the binary eutectic LiCl-KCl (628 K) and the ternary
eutectic salt (621 K) is small in comparison to its two other binary eutectics (NaCl-LiCl:
830 K, KCl-NaCl: 958 K) [7, 8]. So why introduce sodium into the LiCl-KCl system
with an already comparatively low melting point? One reason would be to decrease
the cost of the electrolyte. Sodium is one order of magnitude cheaper than lithium and
two magnitudes cheaper than potassium [2]. Additionally, by decreasing the amount of
lithium required, the risk of lithium dependency is mitigated. Seeing that the demand
for Li-ion batteries has skyrocketed, much due to an expanding market for electrified
vehicles, lithium scarcity in the future is not unlikely. According to Wanger [26] the
demand for lithium will exceed the available global resources before 2025, judging by
cumulative data on production of vehicles and electronic devices. Moreover, large-scale
mining of lithium is limited to a few countries, making the market more susceptible to
geopolitical issues.

No experimental data on the ternary eutectic’s density seems to exist. However, the
density of different ternary salt compositions, was researched experimentally already in
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1980 by Fellner et al. [27]. In 2018, Wu et al. [28] published work on how density varied
with temperature and NaCl molar fraction in computer simulations with the Tosi-Fumi
force-field. The density at the experimentally determined eutectic melting point (621
K) can be estimated to around 1.61 g cm−3, and at room temperature (298 K) to 1.78 g
cm−3, by extrapolation from their presented density plots for a 10 mol% (compared to
8.6 mol% in this work) NaCl liquid system [28]. This is a possible cause of uncertainty
since the extrapolation is done of data from a liquid system; solids usually have a higher
density than a liquid at the same temperature (e.g. the melting point).

Raud et al. [29] looked into how eutectic compositions and their properties can be ap-
proximated with different methods. The thesis includes a vast selection of estimated
eutectic salts and their properties as well as equations for how to approximate these.
Based on single salt properties, the density of molten salt eutectics can be predicted,
around their melting point, to within 5% from their experimental eutectic point using
a simple mass mixing model. Their melting point and eutectic composition predictions
deviates on average 7% from experimental data. For these predictions they use a (by
them and others) modified geometric method originally proposed by Susarev and Mar-
tynova [30]. Raud et al. [29] calculate their molten LiCl-NaCl-KCleut system’s density to
1.71 g cm−3 at its eutectic point (635 K). Their eutectic composition, however, deviates
slightly from the experimentally determined one published by Janz et al. [7].

Using the equation to estimate a molten eutectic salt’s density, found in Raud et al. [29],
at the experimental eutectic melting point (621 K) and with a eutectic composition from
Janz et al. [7], the density was estimated to 1.69 g cm−3 for the ternary salt. To keep in
mind: the equations approximating the individual salts densities’ assume a linear trend
for the densities, even below their freezing point. In a real system, going from liquid to
solid, the density would increase, which the linear equations neglect.

Theoretical research of the binary and ternary salts’ melting points are also limited.
As previously mentioned, simulation results from Vega et al. [9] with the TF force-
field on pure salts show good agreement with experimental results for some, but not
all salts investigated. Simulated melting points for NaCl and KCl are within 1% of
the experimental melting temperature, whereas LiCl deviates with more than 12%. The
mean absolute percentage error for the simulated melting points from their experimental
references is 12.5%. Since these values are for pure salts, it may or may not be applicable
to multi-component salts. Melting points approximated by Raud et al. [29] for the
ternary and binary eutectic systems investigated in this report, deviate on average 1.46%
from their experimental eutectic points.
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2.2 Phase determination

The melting point of a compound, signifies a phase change from solid to liquid phase.
Therefore, determining a system’s phase, is crucial. Following are some methods for
phase change determination:

Diffusion Coefficient In a solid, there is little or no diffusion of particles resulting in
a diffusion coefficient close to zero. A liquid, however, has a positive diffusion coefficient
implying that greater ionic mobility is allowed within the system. The diffusion coeffi-
cient is calculated from the Einstein relationship through the mean square displacement
(MSD) of some atoms over a time interval [31]. Mathematically the MSD is defined as

r2(t) =
1

N

〈
N∑
i=1

|ri(0)− ri(t)|2
〉

(1)

where ri is the distance traveled by particle i by time t [32]. The diffusion coefficient,
D, is then calculated through the Einstein expression as

D = lim
t→∞

1

6t
r2(t). (2)

Figure 2.2: RDF for Na-Cl interaction in a sim-
ulated eutectic NaCl-KCl (50-50 mol%) salt at
different temperatures [5]. The salt is molten at
all temperatures, except 300 K

Radial Distribution Function A Ra-
dial Distribution Function (RDF) de-
scribes the radial frequency and intensity
of surrounding matter with regards to a
reference point. An RDF of a liquid looks
different to that of a structured solid, such
as a crystal. In an infinite crystal lattice,
ions of the same type occurs and reoc-
curs regularly at set distances from any
arbitrary starting point. A higher ampli-
tude therefore implies greater interaction
between the specific ions. Similarly to the
diffusion coefficient, an RDF is also calcu-
lated over some set time [31]. Figure 2.2
serves as an example for how to interpret
RDFs; at 300 K the system is solid in a
crystal structure. With Na+ as reference the first peak stems from the ionic bonds
with the six chloride ions closest by. The second peak corresponds to the second closest
chloride ions found in a fcc lattice relative to any Na+, at the space diagonal distance.
Similarly subsequent peaks in the RDF indicates the structure of the crystal at larger
distances. The absence of any crystalline structure at higher temperatures in Figure
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2.2 is clearly identified by the amplitudes rapidly declining and the curves flattening at
larger distances. Mathematically an RDF, g(r)αβ, describing the probability of finding
a particle α at a distance r from another particle β, is expressed as

g(r)αβ =
1

〈ρβ〉Nα

Nα∑
i∈α

Nβ∑
j∈β

δ(rij − r)
4πr2

. (3)

System Structure The system’s structure can be visually inspected with any molecu-
lar visualization software, such as PyMOL or VMD. Rather easily it can be determined
whether the system has some sort of structure, found in crystals, or is unorganized,
characterizing either a melt or an amorphous system. While this may be tedious, it has
the advantage of showing local structural information that cannot be identified with the
other methods; e.g. if the system has completely solidified/liquefied or not.

System Evolution Video This method can not be used exclusively to determine a
systems phase. In combination with the other methods however, it can provide valuable
insight. By combining structure files with trajectory files for each respective time step,
the (R)evolution of the system over time can be visualized as a video. This can be useful
to more precisely see how quickly a system undergoes a phase change. It can also be
helpful to determine if atoms are just vibrating in place or actually allowed to move
more freely within the system as would be the case in a liquid state.
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3 Method

With the simulation software GROMACS 4.6.7 (henceforth Gromacs) the stability of
the salt’s crystal structure and melting-point was simulated for the experimentally de-
termined eutectic ternary salt system and its binary constituents, see Table 3.1. This
was achieved using the polarizable Alexandria force-field (WBK) developed by Walz et
al. [15] with a system containing 2000 ions. With the WBK force-field, Gromacs needs
to be run with the additional settings allowing for customized energy-tables and index
files with separate temperature groups. As pressure coupling a semi-isotropic Berendsen
barostat and as temperature coupling a Berendsen thermostat was used. The initial
structure for the simulations assumed a NaCl crystal structure with a chloride on ev-
ery first position and a random cation (Li+, Na+ or K+) on every second position in a
reoccurring cation/anion pattern.

Table 3.1: Ternary and binary systems’ molar composition and melting point determined experi-
mentally by Janz et al. [7][8]

Salt mol% Tm (°C, K) System Name Reference

LiCl-NaCl-KCl 53.5-8.6-37.9 348, 621 Ternary [7]

NaCl-LiCl 22.5-77.5 557, 830 Binary 1 [8]

KCl-NaCl 50-50 685, 958 Binary 2 [7]

LiCl-KCl 58.5-41.5 355, 628 Binary 3 [7]

The crystal lattice stability was investigated for a 100 different ionic arrangements, with
randomly arranged lattices. The melting point was determined with the solid/liquid
coexistence method for a single system in the binary and ternary salts. Determination
of the binaries’ and ternary’s melting point was also attempted with the non-polarizable
Joung-Chetham (JC) force-field.

As the simulations are quite computationally heavy, all simulations have been run re-
motely; mainly on the Tetralith super cluster at Linköping Unniversity, but also at the
local cluster CSB as well as Kebnekaise at the High Performance Computing Center
North (HPC2N) at Ume̊a University.

Firstly are the Gromacs software and force-fields briefly described. Secondly is an ex-
planation to why and how the ionic arrangement of the system could affect the ternary
salt’s crystal stability. Lastly is the solid/liquid coexistence method used for melting
point determination described.
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3.1 GROMACS

Gromacs is a molecular-dynamics (MD) software package used mainly for simulation of
proteins, lipids and other organic compounds and is widely used within computational
chemistry. MD-simulations can be described as a game of particle pool where the forces
between particles, as they interact with each other, depends on which force-field is
applied. How the particles move in a certain system, their trajectory, is calculated for
every time step, for each and every one of the particles through Newton’s laws of motion.
By taking advantage of periodic boundary conditions (PBCs), it is possible to simulate
a large (infinite) system, thus better approximating a real experiment.

How the particles interact with each other depends on which force-field they are sub-
jected to. Different force-fields are parameterized differently. Many different force-fields
are available, most of them developed specifically for certain compounds or for one phase
only (solid, liquid, gaseous). The force-fields can be categorized as polarizable or non-
polarizable. The former being a more detailed model, and the latter a simpler, but
oftentimes a more efficient model. Since time is a limited resource, a faster simulation
time can sometimes be more important than a more exact simulation.

MD-simulations in general, require simulation in a few different ensembles in order to
create a stable system. Firstly the system is subjected to an energy minimization (EM)
to ensure that the molecular structure is in its most stable conform, i.e. the inter-atomic
forces are at their lowest point. Secondly the system undergoes an NVT-simulation
in a canonical ensemble. During this phase the number of particles N, volume V and
temperature T of the system is kept constant whilst subjected to an external heat bath
through a temperature coupling thermostat. Lastly, the system is put through an NpT-
simulation where the pressure p instead of the volume is conserved, allowing the size of
the system to change [31].

3.2 Ternary Salt Crystal Stability

The investigation on the ternary system’s crystal lattice stability was based off of the
following problem statement: Could a certain combination of ions lead to an unstable
crystal lattice resulting in an amorphous state instead? And how would it then be
possible to distinguish between a crystalline and an amorphous solid, without having to
evaluate its structure file visually? The second question is crucial to answer for efficient
evaluation of batch simulations, since evaluating structure files is tedious and prone to
human error.

To determine if the ionic arrangement of the eutectic ternary salt affected its crystalline
structure, 100 systems with randomly arranged ions were run through an EM, NVT and
finally a 1 ns NpT simulation with a time step of 1 fs at room temperature. For many
systems this is a sufficiently long time for the system to equilibrate. The ternary salt
was assumed to have a NaCl structure (face-centered cubic lattice, fcc) in its solid state
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since no experimental data on its real structure was found.

The structures were evaluated by comparing their density, RDF and potential energy
to an amorphous reference system. The amorphous system was prepared as a bulk
simulation through an NpT with a much lower starting density.

3.3 Solid/Liquid Coexistence

The solid/liquid coexistence (SLC) method can be thought of as having a system of
two connected equally sized cubes forming a larger box with a set number of ions in
each. The ions are inserted with alternating cations and anions. One of the cubes is in
room temperature (298 K) forcing the ions within it to a crystal structure. The other
cube is at a sufficiently high temperature for it to melt. The system is said to have two
temperature groups. The salt’s experimental melting point is a fair surmise for which
the higher temperature should be. This starting configuration is then assigned a single
temperature group in a range of different temperatures. An NpT simulation is run on
each of these temperatures. The temperature range ideally includes the experimental
melting point somewhere in the middle. Given a sufficient amount of time the system
will then either (hopefully) fully crystallize or melt. The melting point is then identified
as the average of the highest temperature at which the liquid solidifies and the lowest
temperature at which the solid melts [10].
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Figure 3.1: SLC start configuration for NaCl with
solid/liquid interface. Top part is melted whilst
the bottom part is crystalline. Purple: Na+,
Green: Cl-

As visual aid: The starting configuration
for the NaCl simulations can be seen in
Figure 3.1. The lower part of the system is
clearly crystalline with an organized struc-
ture at room temperature. The top part
of the system is unorganized, i.e. a melt.

NaCl-Reference The pure salt NaCl
was simulated first, both with the JC
and WBK force-fields. This served two
purposes: to get accustomed to Gromacs
and to verify that the method was trust-
worthy. Through EM-, NVT- and NpT-
simulations, an NaCl system with 2000
ions was simulated for 1 ns in the temper-
ature range 900–1100 K with 20 K steps.

Ternary Salt The ternary salt system
first underwent EM-, NVT- and NpT-
simulations with a total of 2000 ions at room temperature (298 K) to ensure an equi-
librated system and stable crystal structure. This bulk system was then assigned two
separate temperature groups: 298 K and 700 K and run through a 100 ps NpT to get
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a starting configuration. The starting configuration was then, again, assigned a single
temperature group and simulated at 400–660 K in 20 K steps for 10 ns to determine the
melting point.

Binary Salts The binary salts were run both with and without a bulk simulation prior
to the actual melting point NpT simulations, to showcase possible differences between
the two routes. The binary combinations (1, 2 and 3) were simulated in the following
respective temperature intervals: 700–900 K, 900–1100 K, 500–700 K. Melting point
simulations with a bulk simulation prior was only conducted on a system size of 2000
ions. Melting point simulations without an equilibrated simulation of the bulk was done
on two system sizes: 2000 and 4000 ions.

Table 3.2: Ternary and binary systems’ experimental melting point (Tm) [7, 8] and simulated
temperatures and times

Salt Tm (K) Temperature sim. interval (K) NpT sim. time (ns)

Ternary 621 400–660 10

Binary 1 830 700–900 1

Binary 2 958 900–1100 1

Binary 3 628 500–700 1

Table 3.2 shows summarized simulation settings for the ternary and binary systems. The
system’s phase was evaluated with three different methods: By manually inspecting its
structure file; through RDFs for the different ion pairs; and by plotting the diffusion
coefficient as a function of temperature
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4 Results and Discussion

As the ternary salt is assumed to have an NaCl-structure, the initial results of NaCl
simulations with the WBK force-field are first presented. These are used as reference in
analysis of the ternary salt. This is followed by the crystal stability and then the melting
point determination of the ternary and binary salts. Lastly, results from the simulations
with the non-polarizable force-field (JC) are briefly covered.

4.1 NaCl-Reference
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difference:                       -64 K
perc. error:                      -6.3 %

Figure 4.1: Diffusion coefficient for the NaCl salt
simulated with the WBK force-field (ff:force-field,
exp:experimental)

In Figure 4.1, a significant increase in self
diffusion, going from a system tempera-
ture of 1000 K to 1020 K is seen. This
is an indication that the melting point of
the simulated system is somewhere in this
temperature interval. Lastly, Figure 4.2
shows the ion-pair RDF and system struc-
ture around the melting point, as deter-
mined by the diffusion coefficient.

Results from the initial simulations with
the NaCl reference system are trivial.
Nonetheless, they serve as an indication
that the SLC route with the polarizable
WBK force-field can predict the melting
point with relatively good accuracy (6.3%
deviation). Interestingly, NaCl’s melting
point calculated with WBK published by Walz and Spoel [18] only deviates on the dec-
imal from the experimental one. Compared to results from Aragones et al. [10], with
a deviation of less than 1% however, its undoubtedly worse. To keep in mind though,
is that the TF force-field used in Aragones et al. [10] was specifically parameterized for
NaCl.
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Figure 4.2: Left: RDF for NaCl at 1000 K. Right: RDF for NaCl at 1020 K. The green curve
shows the RDF of crystalline NaCl at room temperature (298 K). Inserted: structure of respective
system at the specified temperature

4.2 Ternary Salt Crystal Stability

Results for the ternary salt’s crystal stability are only presented for a single crystal
structure. The remaining 99 systems however, look nearly identical and have all been
individually evaluated. The major difference between the crystals evaluated, lies in the
noise of the data and averaging over a 100 different ones would lead to unrealistically
smooth curves. In Figure 4.3 ion-pair RDF for one crystalline structure is plotted along-
side an amorphous reference. How density and potential energy evolves during the NpT
simulation is plotted in Figure 4.4 for one crystal structure with an amorphous reference
system for comparison.

The original belief that the ternary salt’s ion arrangement could affect its crystal stability
was erroneous, judging by the results. A significant difference in the systems RDF,
density and potential energy is observed between the crystalline and amorphous solid
(see Figure 4.4). In the crystal RDF (Figure 4.3) a reoccurring ion-pair interaction can
be noticed with increasing distance whereas the amorphous RDF curve quickly flattens
out with increasing distance; i.e. no crystal lattice. To keep in mind here is the RDF
curve’s normalization around 1.

Density for the amorphous solid is close to 100 kg m−3 (0.1 g cm−3) less than the
crystalline solid. Wu et al. [28], using the Tosi-Fumi force-field and extrapolated from
liquid data, estimated the density to 1.78 g cm−3 at room temperature. The simulated
solid density (≈1.96 g cm−3) in this work is more than 10% higher, which might mean
that the solid density in Wu et al. [28] is lower than this. The densities of the solid state
are not directly comparable, since different force-fields are applied and the extrapolation
is done from liquid data. However, it gives an indication towards in which interval a
simulated density might be expected.
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Figure 4.3: RDF for the ternary salt as a crystalline solid (left) and amorphous solid(right). The
amorphous phase can be identified by the lack of long-range interaction. Inserted images shows
the systems’ structures. The amorphous solid looks similar to a melt, but contains big voids (not
shown) and behaves differently; video showcase ions vibrating in place as opposed to moving more
freely as they would in a melt
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Figure 4.4: Density (left) and potential energy (right) during an NPT simulation for the ternary
salt in a crystalline state and an amorphous state

The potential energy similarly seems to converge towards a higher value (-771 kJ mol
−1)

for the amorphous system compared to the crystalline (-774 kJ mol
−1); i.e. the ternary

crystalline solid is 3 kJ mol
−1 lower in potential energy than its amorphous solid state.

Here, however, neither the density nor the potential energy have converged in the amor-
phous system and should be simulated for a longer time to be be more conclusive.
These properties can be potential pointers for evaluating whether a solid salt system is
crystalline or amorphous.
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4.3 Ternary Salt Melting Point

Diffusion coefficient as function of temperature for the ternary salt is plotted in Figure
4.5. The estimated melting point lies somewhere in the interval 540–560 K. The calcu-
lated melting point is 71 K lower than the experimental eutectic point, a deviation close
to 13%. Compared to the RMSD of 79 K in Walz and Spoel [18], it iss within reasonable
agreement.
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Figure 4.5: Diffusion coefficient for the ternary
salt simulated with the WBK force-field (ff:force-
field, exp:experimental)

The calculated melting points of pure salts
with the TF force-field [14] published in
Aragones et al. [10] has a RMSD of 232 K,
and deviates on average 12.5%. The aver-
age deviation for all investigated salts re-
ported by Raud et al. [29] is 7%, and about
2% for their ternary (LiCl-NaCl-KCl) eu-
tectic system. Since the former’s results
are based on unary sytems, with a dif-
ferent force-field, and the latter estimates
are based on mathematical equations, and
not simulations, the deviations are not di-
rectly comparable with this work.

Even though the estimate methods pre-
sented by Raud et al. [29] seems to better
predict the melting point, both on average and especially for the salts investigated in this
work, they have their limitations. Their mathematical methods cannot e.g. showcase
any dynamic behavior in the way MD simulations can. This is not saying that one is bet-
ter than the other, but rather, that they both have their advantages and disadvantages
and could be used to complement each other.

The structure of the two systems around the melting point is seen in Figure 4.6. Here,
an interesting phenomena is observed: The cooler system of the two (Figure 4.6a) is
partially crystalline, partially unorganized. The higher tempered system (Figure 4.6b)
showcases a very unorganized system. Ion-pair RDFs for the two systems are plotted in
Figure 4.7, which show a greater disorder at larger distances for the melted system.

This region of unorganized ions seen in Figure 4.6a reoccurs at all simulated temperatures
below the melting point, i.e. in all solid systems. Video analysis of any of these suggests
that the ions within these unorganized regions of the systems are vibrating in place
rather than moving freely. This crystal/amorphous meta-state, and the different system
temperatures, are probably why the RDF curve for the ternary salt (Figure 4.7) is not
showcasing as distinctive peaks with increasing distance, as is seen in the NaCl-crystal
(Figure 4.2). Several reasons can be thought of to explain this observed behavior.

The liquid phase not crystallizing could be an indication of the ternary salt’s crystal
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Figure 4.6: Structure of the ternary KNaLi-Cl salt around the melting point. The solid system (a)
contains both a crystal and an amorphous phase. The amorphous phase is similar to the melted
system’s state (b). Video analysis however show that the ions in the amorphous region are just
oscillating in place, rather than moving (more) freely as they do in a melt

structure not being stable. After all, it’s not the simplest structure for the ions to
arrange themselves in: Three different cations with vastly different charge distributions
and each with their particular radii. This is evident from the RDFs for the crystalline
KNaLi-Cl system (Figure 4.7). The first peaks of the different ion-pairs are separated
by close to 0.6 Ångström. Supporting this also is the fact that the simulated melting
point is close to 13% lower than the experimental one, i.e. the crystal structure breaks
down easily as temperature increases. It should be noted however, that this is perhaps
only due to how the force-field is parameterized.

The assumption of the ternary salt’s NaCl structure could also be erroneous. Even
though no published experimental data on the ternary salt’s solid phase seems to exist,
it would not be unreasonable to expect a eutectic structure rather than the solid solution
assumed; judging by Galwey [23] at least two of the three binaries can form eutectic solids
with micro-crystallites and phase-diagrams from Bale et al. [22] predict that all three
may solidify in this heterogeneous state.

On the contrary, the fact that the crystalline solid part of the starting configuration
remains crystalline, even though it being exposed to a high temperature interface, could
suggest a stable crystalline structure.

Another explanation could be that the simulated and experimental eutectic composition
differs from one another. Perhaps the experimentally determined eutectic mixture leads
to a solid/liquid intermediate phase in the simulated system which would not be present
with another, for the simulated system eutectic composition. This is not that unlikely
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Figure 4.7: RDF for ion-pairs in a solid (left) and melted (right) KNaLi-Cl salt. Inserted is a
magnification of the separation distance of the different ion-interaction peaks

of an explanation considering that the approximated polarizability and behavior of the
ions most certainly deviates from real ones. If this is the case, then either the force-field
parameters could be fine-tuned or an eutectic simulation mix should be determined; both
very tedious tasks. For an eutectic ternary simulation composition to be determined,
one could first determine its binary eutectic constituents and use that as a starting
point for finding a ternary eutectic. An alternative to finding an eutectic simulation
mix would be to simulate for other published eutectic compositions than Janz et al.
[7] (LiCl-NaCl-KCl: 53.5-8.5-38.0 mol%), e.g Wu et al. [28] (LiCl-NaCl-KCl: 51.6-13.8-
34.6 mol%) or Raud et al. [29] (LiCl-NaCl-KCl: 49.8-15.9-34.3 mol%) to see if these
better agree with experimental results. The former being a FactSAGE generated one,
the latter an eutectic composition estimation from mathematical equations. A more
general problem with the SLC method that could also be affecting the system structure
is the quenching effect. As the system goes from two separate temperature groups to
a single one, both groups of ions are subjected to large temperature differences. The
entire system is shocked into the same temperature in an instant, something that would
be difficult to achieve in an experimental setup. A more realistic and possibly better
way to do this would be to incrementally let the two boxes reach the same temperature,
avoiding a thermal shock. Allowing the liquid box more time to freeze could maybe lead
to its ions finding a crystalline structure.

An attribute not explored for the ternary salt is the system size. A bigger system
containing say 4000 ions or more, instead of 2000, may behave differently. A direct
downside to exploring this is the computational time, which increases significantly with
system size, and is the reason this was not looked into.
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4.4 Binary Salts Melting Points

Regardless of system size and/or route taken before the SLC melting point simulation,
the results for the three binary systems are similar.

Figure 4.8 shows the diffusion coefficient for Binary 1 (NaCl-LiCl). The simulated melt-
ing point is somewhere in the range 940–960 K, close to 13% higher than its experimental
melting point. In comparison, the melting point estimated by Raud et al. [29] for the
NaCl-LiCleut system deviates by a mere 3 K, less than 1% from its experimental eutectic
point. The average deviations by Raud et al. [29] is 7%, and 12.9% in Aragones et al.
[10]. But, as stated previously, since the former is based on mathematical models and
the latter on simulated data with a different force-field (TF) solely on pure alkali halide
salts, the deviations are not directly comparable.
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Figure 4.8: Diffusion coefficient for Binary 1 sim-
ulated with the WBK force-field (ff:force-field,
exp:experimental)

Binary 2 (LiCl-KCl) shows an unorganized
structure in its entire simulated temper-
ature range with diffusion coefficients in
the span 3.8–8.2×10−5 cm²s−1 from low-
est to highest simulated temperature. Bi-
nary 3’s (KCl-NaCl) result is similar to Bi-
nary 2’s with unorganized structures at all
temperatures, but the lowest one (500 K),
where it still has a solid/liquid state after
1 ns. By extension of the 500 K simula-
tion to 2 ns, the system resolved to a melt.
Diffusion coefficient for Binary 3 is 0.057–
1.9×10−5 cm²s−1 from lowest to highest
temperature. In other words: No melting
point could be determined for two out of
the three binary combinations. It’s rea-
sonable to believe though, that the latter two binary systems’ simulated melting points
lie somewhere below their respective simulated temperature intervals.

Even though the binary system’s melting point approximations are inconclusive, they
still provide valuable information. Binary 2 and 3’s unorganized structure and high
diffusion coefficient suggests that their melting points simulated with the WBK force-
field are lower than the temperature intervals covered. Both of these contain potassium
(K), whereas Binary 1 does not. Maybe potassium’s larger ion radius leads to a much
more unstable crystalline structure. Or maybe, much like for the ternary salt, their
simulated eutectic compositions deviates from their experimental counterparts.

Judging by FactSAGE’s phase-diagrams [22] and micro-crystallite prediction by Galwey
[23] showing heterogeneous solids for Binary 2 and 3 indicates that the homogeneous
NaCl structure is wrongly assumed. This could explain why the crystal structures break
down in the simulation, but not why these two binary systems melt.
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4.5 Non-polarizable Force-field

With the non-polarizable force-field (JC) the melting point for NaCl was overestimated
by about 200 K. As preparation for melting point calculations the binary and ternary
systems were bulk simulated at room temperature. Stable bulk systems were obtained in
two of the binary systems; KCl-NaCl and NaCl-LiCl. In the KCl-LiCl system however,
the crystalline structure broke down already during the EM-phase of the simulation.
Simulation of the bulk on the ternary system resulted in the crystal breaking down and
the solid going amorphous during the NpT-phase. In the ternary salt, this crystal break
down happened in simulations with both 2000 and 4000 ions as well as with a starting
density closer to its convergence density.

Because salts are exclusively made up of ionized particles it may not be so surprising
that the ternary salt crystal structure breaks down using the non-polarizable JC force-
field. The intricacy of ternary or even binary salt structures may be too complex for
a force-field simplified in such a way to simulate it properly. This is an inconvenience
when computational time is considered; JC force-field simulations take in the order of
hours to complete, whereas a similar system with WBK requires days. Since a melting
point for the ternary salt with the JC model could not be determined, simulations to
determine the binary systems melting points were also abandoned.
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5 Conclusion

Simulation of the eutectic ternary (LiCl-NaCl-KCleut) salt’s bulk with differently ar-
ranged ions in its crystalline structure showcased a consistently stable structure in the
100 different systems simulated. The crystalline solid state of the salt had a density 100
kg m−3 higher and potential energy 4 kJ mol

−1 lower, compared to its amorphous solid
state as well as differing ion-pair RDFs in long-distance interaction. This makes it easier
to distinguish between the salt’s crystalline and amorphous solid state.

The ternary salt’s melting point was estimated to 550 K, 12.9% lower than the exper-
imentally determined one. In its solid phase, produced through the SLC route, the
ternary system was partly crystalline, partly amorphous. No obvious culprit to this
behavior was however identified.

For the binary salts, a melting point could only determined for one of the systems;
Binary 1 (NaCl-LiCl): 950 K, 12.6% higher than its experimental melting point. No
melting point could be determined for the remaining two binary systems as both melted
in their entire simulated temperature interval.

The relatively large deviations in the estimated melting points and the anomalies ob-
served in the ternary and binary systems’ simulations indicate that the behavior of
multi-cation chloride salts undergoing a phase-change is challenging to properly simu-
late. As always, to understand more thoroughly why this is the case, further research is
required. Perhaps using some method other than the SLC would prove more successful
in determining such a basic, but essential, property as the melting point.
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